DIVISIONAL SENATE ASSEMBLY
2022-23

**Ex- Officio**
University President, Michael Drake
Academic Senate Chair, Georg Striedter
Academic Senate Chair Elect-Secretary, Arvind Rajaraman

**Parliamentarian (non-voting)**
Dan Hirschberg

**Universitywide Assembly**
(4 Reps)
Michael Cooper ’23
John Crawford ’24
Zeev Kain ’24
Bonnie Ruberg ’23
Roderic Crooks (alt) ’23*
Nathan Kaplan (alt) ’24*
David Meyer (alt) ’24*
S. Ama Wray (alt) ’23*
*IBL 80, B. alts may not vote/substitute

**Senate Council Chairs**
(9 Reps)
Alyssa Brewer, CPB
Sergio Gago-Masague, CEMA
Michelle Garfinkel, CAP
Matthew Harding, CORCL
Manoj Kaplinghat, CEP
Frithjof Kruggel, GC
Mary McThomas, CTLSE
Lisa Naugle, CFW
Jane Stoever, CEI

**Claire Trevor School of the Arts**
(3 Reps)
Michael Hooker – Faculty Chair ’23
Stephan Hammel ’25
TBD

**School of Biological Sciences**
(4 Reps)
Reggie McNulty – Faculty Chair ’23
Matt McHenry – Vice Chair ’23
Liz Chastil ’23
Gyorgy Lur ’23

**The Paul Merage School of Business**
(2 Reps)
Imran Currim – Faculty Chair ’23
Vidyanand (VC) Choudhary – Chair Elect ’24

**School of Education**
(1 Rep)
June Ahn – Faculty Chair ’23

**The Henry Samueli School of Engineering**
(4 Reps)
Dimitri Papamoschou – Faculty Chair ’24
Anne Lennitzer ’24
Lorenzo Valdevit ’23
Yoonjin Won ’23

**Susan and Henry Samueli College of Health Sciences**
(12 Reps)
TBD – Faculty Chair
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

**School of Humanities**
(7 Reps)
Ed Dimendberg - Faculty Chair ’23
Jonathan Alexander ’24
Matthew Canepa ’24
John Gamber ’24
Virginia Jackson ’24
Michelle Latiolais ’24
Radha Radhakrishnan ’23

**Donald Bren School of Information & Computer Sciences**
(2 Reps)
TBD – Faculty Chair
TBD

**School of Law**
(1 Rep)
Dan Burk - Faculty Chair ’24

**School of Physical Sciences**
(5 Reps)
Manabu Shiraiwa – Faculty Chair ’24
Howard Lee ’24
(Jefferson) Keith Moore ’24
Virginia Trimble ’24
Jesse Wolfson ’23

**School of Social Ecology**
(2 Reps)
Daniel Nation - Faculty Chair ’23
Elliott Currie - Vice Chair ’23

**School of Social Sciences**
(5 Reps)
Kristin Turney - Faculty Chair ’23
Tom Boellstorff ’24
Dan Bogart ’24
Sara Goodman ’23
Kai Wehmeier ’23

For questions or updates, please contact Senate Analyst Stephanie Makhlouf, smakhlou@uci.edu.